
Evonic Fires have announced the launch of their two most impressive models 

to date, the e2400 & the Karlstad. Both models feature a huge 2.4 metre 

opening, the largest Evonic have ever produced, allowing a flawless panoramic 

view of their patented flame effects. Lead engineer Zac Mcmahon commented 

on the production of these models ‘With the trend of feature walls becoming 

more prevalent, and the introduction of bigger televisions into the home, we 

wanted to design a model that would be the focal point in any space’. With the 

introduction of these 2 stunning new models, Evonic Fires believe they have an 

ideal heating solution for any interior.  

 

 

The scale of these two new models is impressive, but what really sets them 

apart is choice of flame effect Evonic will offer as standard. The e2400 will 

harness Evonic’s patented evoflame® effect. Utilising the very latest LED 

lighting technology coupled with a unique flicker effect, this multi award-

winning flame display is one of the most realistic in the industry. The e2400 

will be controlled by the Evonic e-touch app, a user-friendly platform which 

allows seamless control over the features of your fire at the touch of a button. 

 

 

 

The Karlstad will feature ground-breaking e-smart technology, something 

Evonic have pioneered with their e-smart range. With 6 unique pre-set flame 

designs to choose from, a bespoke fuel set of split logs with glass chippings and 

Amazon Alexa compatibility, the Karlstad is one of the most advanced electric 

fires in the world. Karlstad models will be operated through the newly 

designed e-smart app. The e-smart app requires a simple set up process that 

involves paring your fire with your home wi-fi router, allowing users to access 

their desired flame display, increase or decrease temperature, adjust the 

brightness of your LED effect, and even personalise the speed of your flame 

effect.  

 


